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What I Tell My Graduate Students
By Lennard J. Davis

In my mind, there is no doubt that an important part of my job is to

make sure my graduate students get their own jobs. What that

means is talking the turkey of job placement as soon as they walk in

my door and tell me they want to do a Ph.D.

First I inform them of the current job situation, whatever that is at

the time. I don't sugarcoat the dismal nature, say, of today's

academic market. But I also say that I have had very good success in

placing my graduate students. Then I make it clear that the first

thing they need to do is start thinking about the minimum

requirements for going on the job market.

They often look a little stunned to be getting a lecture about

professional development when they have just come in to ask me if

I'll be on their master's-thesis defense. But I think it's not just the

early bird who gets the worm; it's the very, very early bird.

The next thing I do is set the bar for the minimum requirements in

my field. To even get into the race, I tell students, you need three

published articles, two or three book reviews, attendance and paper

presentation at professional conferences, and, ideally, a contract for

the publication of the dissertation.

I emphasize the need to have a geological sense of time when it

comes to academic publication. The turnaround from submitting an

article to its publication can be a year or two, if you are lucky. So to

have three articles published, you need to start as soon as possible.

I point out that book reviews, which don't count anywhere near as

much as an article, are relatively easy to do and quicker to get

published. Students should just look at the journals in their field,

turn to the back pages, where the journal will often list "books

received," and write a letter on department stationery asking to

review a relevant book.

I tell my students to plan their dissertation committees with the job

search in mind. They should pick professors who not only are skilled
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in the field of the dissertation, but who also have national and

international reputations. Letters from those professors will count a

great deal. And as these things go, letters from full professors will

count more than letters from associate professors, and so on down

the line.

I advise students to attend professional conferences for a number of

reasons. First, there is the inevitable networking, which helps you

not only now but also later in your career. Second, by attending

sessions at the conference, students can learn the latest scholarly

insights circulating, well before the publication of those ideas

(which will take those glacial several years of research and

publication that I mentioned). So attending a conference can be a

way of looking into the crystal ball in your field to see what the

future will bring. Third, the book exhibits of such professional

organizations will let students browse the newest texts and even

unpublished page proofs before the material is filtered through the

review mill and enters the consciousness of scholars and critics.

Another important reason to attend professional conferences is that

often the editors of presses are there looking for new books to

publish. Students always seem surprised to think that editors are

eagerly looking for new books rather than shooing people away from

their stalls. Getting to know those editors, and even pitching a book

idea to them, is an important part of career development.

I normally attend the Modern Language Association convention,

and I will literally walk my students through the exhibits and

introduce them to editors I think might be interested in their work. I

consider that assistance to be a crucial part of my job as a mentor. If

the editors publish their books, those students will get and keep a

job. If not, perhaps not. I remember one student who felt a bit

embarrassed to be the chick to my mother hen in the aisles of the

book exhibit, but she did end up getting a good book contract and a

job.

Choosing a field and a topic also involves a strategic element. A

student came to my office the other day telling me that he wanted to

do his dissertation on physics and late-20th-century American

literature. I told him, as I have told many others, to pick up a copy of

the job list in our field and see, if he were applying this year with

that topic, how many jobs would he be eligible for. He came back a

bit sobered and decided to rethink his dissertation topic.

To some, that might seem to involve crass commercialism. Might

not I be keeping a significant book or idea from seeing the light of
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day? Shouldn't we just nurture all good ideas and let the chaff fall

where it may?

Perhaps, but I don't see students' lives as chaff. At the end of the

academic day, having a job is really what should be the outcome of

spending years in a Ph.D. program. You might have written the best

and most provocative dissertation in the world, but if it didn't

appeal to any job committees or employers, you could end up

stocking the shelves at Barnes & Noble (not to disparage those who

do that valuable work).

In terms of helping my students get their articles published, I

suggest that they take any paper for which they received an A and

expand it to article length. Then I go over possible academic

journals, often ones whose editors I know, and tell them to send the

article along with a mention of my name.

I also advise my students to write out an envelope with the address

of another likely publication at the same time as they send off the

first one. When, and if, the article comes back with a nice rejection

note, I tell them to rewrite the piece, if there are any suggestions,

and stick the revised essay in the already addressed second

envelope. Quick turnaround is fair play.

There should be no shame or hesitation in sending out a good

article, even if it has been rejected. Tastes vary, opinions fluctuate,

and each publication has a feeling of the right fit for it. Keep

addressing the next envelope in advance.

When the dissertation is done and passed, I welcome the student

into the ranks of professorship, and then I ask to see the letter of

application, the CV, the writing sample, the statement of teaching

philosophy, and anything else sent out to a job-search committee.

I work with them on their letters, making sure they highlight and,

yes, "sell" themselves and their special qualifications.

I've noticed that many graduate students are shy about pushing

their unique qualities and often hide their lights in dull letters of

application. Others can be too brash, of course, and so it helps to go

over their materials with them.

That kind of mentorship is good not only for students, but for

faculty members as well. I feel closer to my students and more

involved in their fates. And that allows me to be happy when they

tell me that they have, in fact, gotten a job.

Which is a job well done for all.
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This is an excellent set of suggestions, for students and faculty alike. One thing left out, I think, is that
students need to know from the get-go that they have to be willing to move to almost any area of the
country (or the world) to get a job. Networking at conferences may also enable them to meet people from
other regions and get a handle on how academic life would be in Montana or Hawaii. If they're in the
humanities, it would also be useful for them to read Susan Basalla's and William Germano's books on
alternative careers and book publishing.

18 people liked this. Like

This has to be the biggest and most important thing to let people know. Going into academia means
being willing to move almost anywhere for an appropriate appointment. This was part of the
nationalizing of academia in the 20c, and in the 21st, it's part of the globalization of academia.
Meaningful tenure in other countries would advance this globalizing effort, yet right now the feeling
seems to be to make American academe less desirable than almost anywhere else. And, of course,
alternatives to professing are rich and rewarding and should be advertised to people more and more.
Great response, fiona!

5 people liked this. Like

Wonderful piece, chock full of sound advice. I wish I had been lucky enough to have had an academic
advisor in grad school who took such an interest in my professional development. These students should
count their blessings.

26 people liked this. Like

This is very good advice. Starting early is particularly important. Quite frankly, you have more energy when
you are 22 than when you are 28. Work hard when you are young, energetic, and when it's easier to write
into the wee hours of the morning, and you'll have more to show prospective employers down the line.

You should also ask yourself when you're 22 if this is how you really want to spend your time and energy.

It is a rare blessing to have an adviser like Leonard Davis. For another (less optimistic) dose of realism, you
might take a look at the "100 reasons not to go to grad school" blog: http://100rsns.blogspot.com/

4 people liked this. Like

Fully agree with Davis and commenters. If all grad students received this information, far fewer would end

Lennard J. Davis is a professor of English, medical education, and

disability and human development at the University of Illinois at

Chicago.
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Thank you, Professor Davis, for writing this essay. I agree with your sentiments about helping students. I
have undergrad English major advisees, and nothing in the profession gives me more satisfaction than
seeing them succeed. I wish that I'd had you as an advisor when I began grad school.

I also agree with the previous posters, especially realtyannie. Everyone who gets into a graduate program
should be told the whole truth about the profession at once. If a professor knows nothing about the current
job market and has no contacts in publishing or other universities to call upon, the professor should admit
that and send the student to another advisor. A move like that might shock the student into realizing just
how vital such knowledge and connections are.

Henry Adams

8 people liked this. Like

Hmm. This all sounds a bit much to me. Our graduate students are for the most part NOT ready to write
publishable work when they first enter our (top-ranked in a humanities field) PhD program. They don't know
enough, and they don't write well enough. And we want them to devote their energies to their coursework --
where they will learn the knowledge and skills they need to write scholarship that makes a real contribution
-- for the first couple of years. I don't advise young (pre-M.A.) graduate students to waste an editor's time
with their scholarly efforts unless someone really knocks my socks off with a paper that's original, rich, and
compelling. Some things -- like organization and small stylistic infelicities -- can be fixed in revision, but if
the idea is naive or too slavishly tethered to previously scholarship (and most early graduate work, even at
the MA thesis level, is one or the other) it's never going to be worth publishing. On the other hand, I do,
whenever a paper seems potentially publishable, stress that in my end comments and make suggestions
for revision.

All of that said, I respect the amount of work Prof. Davis puts into promoting the careers of his grad
students. And I'm glad he's telling it to them like it is. I just think some of his advice is unrealistic: I *don't*
think people (at any level of academe) should be encourage to publish substandard work, and while
journals in his field may be happy to accept book reviews from graduate students, the leading journals in my
field certainly aren't.

All that mentorship stuff, though -- introducing students to editors, explaining to them how the process
works, going over their letters and CVs with a fine-tooth comb -- every graduate program should be doing
that in some form or another.

34 people liked this. Like

If you edit for your students and/or collaborate with them in their first article or two, I think you would
be surprised at how much they can publish quite early. Coursework and publishing can go hand in
hand; I require my seminar student to produce a small but original project. These projects often
become conference papers. With more work and additional analysis, they lead to very nice first
publications. I also direct research teams that produce massive analyses, given the many scholars
involved; these multi-authored publications also add to the MA and PhD students' vita. To assume that
ONLY those with the PhD in hand can produce quality work is to doom your graduate students to
losing jobs to those with better "track records."

7 people liked this. Like

I've become very skeptical of publications in which a student is listed as a co-author--often that
student (or, even professors, in some cases) cannot publish anything independently. I've seen
this too many times.

Of course, it is possible that the student made a strong contribution to the publication or even did
most of the work; if that's the case, the division of responsibility should be specified in the vita. (I
once "co-authored" an article as an undergraduate, but I did all the work and my professor only
attached his name to the final product.) Otherwise, a hiring committee may look at co-authored
papers, especially those that include a student and professor in the same department, simply as
an effort to get a student's name on a published article, regardless of the level of contribution.

henry_adams 22 hours ago

anon1972 22 hours ago

lynnewebb320 19 hours ago 

tcli5026 17 hours ago 

daiyami
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9 people liked this. Like

Good mentors should also direct grad students to VersatilePhD:

http://versatilephd.com/

The service helps people start careers outside academia.

Henry Adams

6 people liked this. Like

This is excellent advice. I am a senior professor at a mediocre southern public flagship university, and our
doctoral students are constantly dragged down by perceptions of the quality of my university that
(incorrectly) extend to the quality of my department. I tell my students that to get into the game they need to
overcome the perception of the university by doing the kind of things that Professor Davis suggests and
building a vita that is difficult to ignore.

I agree with anon1972 that it is not a good idea to have students publish substandard work, so the real
question is how to bring newbies up to speed as quickly as possible. Many of my department colleagues
and I start students off in their first or second year in an apprentice role on a coauthored paper that can be
submitted to a scholarly journal for publication. This gives these students the experience of working on a
research project with an experienced researcher as well as a start on the publication process. After the first
year students are encouraged to take the lead on a coauthored paper or branch out on their own by
presenting papers at professional conferences and/or submitting those papers for publication, all under the
watchful eye of their major professors. By their third year students are often writing their own papers or
collaborating with fellow graduate students. In the end many of our students have published two or three
papers in good first- or second-tier journals and are already beginning to build the kind of scholarly networks
that give them a great start on their careers.

It takes a lot of work but the payoff for our productive students has been very good--we regularly place our
students in good places, and our best students have been placed at universities that have better reputations
than my own. In the end it is the research productivity of our graduate students--including publications in
rigorous, highly-ranked journals--that has done the job. It is advice like that advocated by Professor Davis
that gets these students off on the right foot. The students in my department who don't receive or fail to
heed this kind of advice are considerably less likely to succeed.

11 people liked this. Like

you are a gem, lennard j. davis. how i dearly wish even one of my professors had been as honest about
things as you are. would have saved me a world of pain.

6 people liked this. Like

Picking a dissertation topic with the job market in mind? Is that how we nurture a passion for the discipline?

12 people liked this. Like

Yes, it is. That is part of the academic game, the crucial part of the game. In order to join the academic
conversation, one always needs to pay attention what other scholars are interested in and to find out
what oneself can contribute to this conversation. A good topic is one that you yourself are passionate
about at the same time other scholars will be reasonable interested because it is useful to them in
some ways.
This is true not just in humanities, in science as well.

henry_adams 20 hours ago 
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6 people liked this. Like

I think selecting a dissertation topic, knowing the job market, is a realistic approach. Most PhD
candidates have ~many~ excellent topics in their idea book. Selecting the most marketable only
makes sense. After the scholar has the job, he/she has the academic freedom to publish on any topic.

7 people liked this. Like

There have been so many dissertation topics developed with the "job market" in mind that were so
dated by the time the person got on the market that the people are the first to be excluded. I still think
a topic of interest to the person writing the dissertation is best, even in view of a job market, since then
the person will easily be able to express the dissertation's importance and thereby shape the figure of
the academia with her work, which is something the prestigious segment of the "market" is looking for.

8 people liked this. Like

Making an informed decision need not stifle passion. Astronauts don't just shoot themselves out into
space and fly by the seats of their pants, no matter how many episodes of Buck Rogers they watched
as kids. They do the math. They make sure they're not going to run into any satellites or go shooting
off into deep space. Likewise, getting a feel for one's surroundings in the humanities is not the enemy
of creativity. It merely lets you know what the environment is like for up-and-coming PhDs. I see no
reason your romanticized vision of 'pure ideas' needs to come into conflict with being an informed
member of the profession.

2 people liked this. Like

The reference to the early bird getting the worm reminds me of an observation by a favorite librarian friend.
It is "what they say about the early bird getting the worm is true, but it is also good to remember that it is the
second mouse that gets the cheese".

9 people liked this. Like

Isn't the cheese laced with rat-poison?

2 people liked this. Like

I remember reading a joke in Chinese about a parents trying to inculcate the concept of hard-working
into his kids by telling the story about the bird and the worms, so the kids asked "What about the early
worms?"

3 people liked this. Like

I've done almost all these things and more for my graduate students for 30 years. I also continue to write
with them and read work for them until they are tenured. I continue to be amazed at my colleagues who do
not do these things and then say that no one is hiring in their specialty -- that's the reason their students fail
to get academic jobs. Effective mentoring makes all the difference!
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English is, by far, one of the most impacted job markets, so I will not dispute what Professor Davis has to
say are the "minimum requirements." And, I think, it's good to make the road toward a professorship appear
as daunting as possible to students considering that path.

This said, to have three peer-reviewed articles and a book contract before one even gets a job would be a
herculean achievement in many if not most of the social sciences. In my department's last job search, we
had about 75 applications from a variety of schools (including top-10 programs--I'm at a comprehensive,
teaching-oriented university, so normally we do not expect applications from the most accomplished
applicants). Still, none of the (recent Ph.D.) applicants had more than one single-authored article (although
a few had multiple co-authored pieces), and none had a book contract. Many applicants, including those
who made our short list (and the one we hired), had zero publications.

My point? The "minimum requirements" really depend on the type of institution to which the applicant is
applying. Many comprehensive teaching-oriented institutions are not going to require a long publication list,
while a top R1 might. In fact, for us, the "minimum requirements" include clear evidence that the candidate
is a very good teacher. So, if she/he has a teaching award or two, and lots of experience in the classroom,
that will be just as important to us.

Just remember that there are thousands of universities and colleges in the US, and most are not
research-based universities.

21 people liked this. Like

As a graduate student, these are some of the things I had to figure out for myself...and it took a while to find
the right mix of advisor, committee member, and mentors across my department, discipline, and university.
In all, though, I've managed to piece most of this advice together through all of those people. thanks for this
great article! I hope grad advisors read it and take it to heart.

2 people liked this. Like

Kudos for Davis for doing all this. It would be great if more advisors were this diligent.

I do find it strange, however, that none of the comments thusfar address the absolutely absurd requirements
for getting and keeping that job. If current faculty didn't set the bar so obscenely high, then perhaps we
would have time to nurture our students, produce better scholarship, and live happier lives.

So long as we accept this as a new normal without pushing back we all tacitly enter a race to the bottom.
This is terrible for our students, terrible for academia, and terrible for us individually.

16 people liked this. Like

I agree. While I admire Davis' effort to professionalize students and also his scholarship, there's
something sad about the state of academia. Mass publication really doesn't mean much other than
that we end up strangling each other with competitive spirit. I interviewed at a department, in which
most faculties have a lot of publications--short journal articles, mostly-- and none of them worth paying
attention to. It saddened me that by quantity these people set the standard up so high, but so low in
quality. And they are not the only one.

Like

thanks Dr. Davis - you are clearly helping your students become professionals, which is what advising is all
about. I hope there are more like you out there!

Like

Professor Davis,

Terry Brock 19 hours ago

emerson_scholar 18 hours ago

weather123 4 hours ago 

dvacchi 18 hours ago

11286747 18 hours ago
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5 people liked this. Like

This is good advice, but what's missing is the implications behind this all-too-necessary advice. Namely:
graduate students should not expect that their work will be about anything other than networking and
chasing current fads in academia. Their education decisions need to be based on nepotism, influence, and
people willing to pull strings. Students should not expect to be pursuing the life of the mind, nor contributing
to the higher good. Humanities graduate education is, fundamentally, about professionalization, with any
intellectual pursuit a marginal, if not altogether inconsequential, concern.

18 people liked this. Like

You are exactly right. Academia has never been about "pursuing the life of the mind, nor contributing
to the higher good", just like religion is never about pursuing the spiritual life, nor contributing to for the
good of humanity. Anyone who claim otherwise is still a victim kneeling down in front of the MYTH of
academic freedom.

7 people liked this. Like

You are right, colind. The belief that graduate work in the humanities contributes to the common good
is what I call a pixie, a charming belief that doesn't have a basis in reality. In earlier CHE columns, Bill
Pannapacker and others have written about the true state of affairs in academia. Graduate work (at
least in the humanities) has everything to do with self-promotion.

Henry Adams

4 people liked this. Like

These suggestions are excellent. They also make a lot of intutitive sense. Nowadays, most grad students
probably know and are reasonably pessimistic about the job market. But for a variety of resons, many don't
have the the courage to act early on.

2 people liked this. Like

I think this is great advice from an advisor who clearly takes his role as a professional mentor very, very
seriously.

However, I do agree with emerson_scholar who questions the basic fact that we have reached a point
where this level of productivity, publication, networking, travel (expensive!) etc., are needed at such a young
age -- ON TOP OF what is, for many students, eight or more years fulfilling the requirements of one's
graduate program (and/or working/TA-ing to make ends meet while fulfilling said requirements).

Even if the person follows Prof. Davis's advice and does everything "right," and everything goes perfectly
according to this plan, what may await is a $45k job in a place s/he does not want to live. This seems like an
awful lot of input for a relatively modest reward even in the best of circumstances.

In other words, the fact that this advice is necessary is partly a sign of how out-of-whack the system is,
especially for those earning PhDs in the humanities.

21 people liked this. Like

There is some good advice in here. I am glad you introduce your students to people who can help them and
provide advice and guidance on job materials. However, I don't think that following this advice guarantees
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I don't recall one single professor in graduate school warning us about the job market. Most of them were
clueless about it since they were not looking for a job anymore. They never attempted a serious nationwide
search on the internet of everything that is out there. Of course there was no internet back then but they
had little knowledge of what is available outside of academia.

One thing students need to know is that today they are competing globally. I don't think that was much of an
issue in the 1970's.

3 people liked this. Like

While I wish I had a dedicated advisor like you, I still doubt that a good advice could change the state of job
market. I did everything: phd from top program, publication, book contract, lots of teaching experience, and
no job. That's reality. When undergraduate students and recent graduates ask me about going to graduate
schools, I tell them never to try it: just don't go. They will regret their choice for life. I used my story as an
exemplary case of failure.

4 people liked this. Like

Funny. I had a degree from a not-top program, two articles in print, university-wide research
fellowship, teaching experience (and an award for it), and one small external grant. Got a job. Who
knows what all took place that I couldn't see: What were hiring committees thinking? What did other
applicants have going for them? What were all the individual decisions made? All I know is that I
followed sound advice, behaved honestly and sincerely in interviews, and got the job I still have eight
years later.
There may be innumerable reasons why somebody from a top program, book contract, etc., didn't get
(or take?) this job. But it worked out for me, and I would dare to say it worked out for my department
and our students as well.

3 people liked this. Like

Good for you. But are you sure there are enough jobs for everyone? or Are those jobs only for
"honestly and sincerely" behaved folks like you? I didn't know that failure in job market had
something to do with one's moral failures...No wonder Santa Clause didn't bring me gifts for two
decades, I just didn't "behave honestly and sincerely."

3 people liked this. Like

Wow! Think like the rest, step in line, and maybe you'll get yours. What a glowing recommendation!

That said, the writer sounds like the mythic adviser we all wish we had had.

4 people liked this. Like

As the author of the article, I am enjoying all the comments thus far. I'd like to comment on anon1972's
observation that I am asking for substandard writing from graduate students if I suggest they publish.
Obviously, a) I would not suggest substandard writing be published. I'd like to stress that I wanted graduate
students to publish expanded versions of papers to which they had received excellent responses from their
professors. I do say, and I know other professors do, that a particular paper "could be publishable" if
expanded. And, of course, I work with my students on such a paper. b) Any good journal will not publish a
substandard paper. But the journal will provide feedback from experts. Such feedback could be valuable to
that student who chooses to revise the paper for future publication
I do also co-write articles with my students, but those have been almost exclusively encyclopedia entries,
which are rather easy to do and can be a nice credit on the CV.

fizmath 16 hours ago

weather123 16 hours ago
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Henry Adams

2 people liked this. Like

I am in science, not humanities or English, but this advice is spot-on. My own adviser started preparing me
for the tenure-track market within my first few months in the lab. I do the same for my students (not
necessarily TT, but prepering them for whatever career they want).

If you wait until your defense to think about the next step, you are about 4 years too late.

1 person liked this. Like

I have to agree with those that are calling bullsh*@t on this article. For those that wish that they had been
told, upon entering a PhD program, that the job market was abysmal...You WERE in fact warned, but you
chose to ignore it. Why? First, we all think that we will be the exception (admit it). And, secondly, those of us
who are in the humanities are following some sort of crazed passion that we hope will someday pay off in
the form of a tenure track job. You cannot seriously say that you did not know how bad the market was. A
cursory scan of the academic wiki will reveal multiple "venters" talking about being on their 3rd, 4th and 5th
job search cycle.

As for the advice to publish...I can only speak from personal experience, but this goes completely against
the grain of what you are told in most prestigious universities. Students are told to focus on being students
and to worry about publishing later. Truthfully, even if I had wanted to publish as a young graduate student,
the workload of those first few years was so heavy that it would have practically taken a miracle to do any
(good) outside work.

As for co-editing or co-writing...Well, good luck with even getting a meeting with your advisor when they are
a rock star that spends half of their time away from campus. Prof. Davis is a unicorn.

The only piece of advice that needs to be given out, is that you should be prepared to chase multiple jobs
as a Visiting Assistant Professor across the country for several years. And, if you're lucky you'll eventually
land a tenure track job. If you're lucky...

9 people liked this. Like

Sure, but many graduate students are told by their advisors that the market is good, or the outlook is
good. Very few level with students like the author of this article (because if they did no-one would get
recruits). I find it hard to wholly fault those students who choose to believe their advisors. Also, while
there are lots of "invisible adjunct" type bloggers out there nowadays to get information, these were
simply not around when many of us decided to go to school.

More generally, while it is true that many students think that they are the exception, there is a reason
for this. We teach students from day one that higher ed is meritocratic. Naturally, students go on to
believe that academic hiring decisions are accordingly solely based on merit, when in fact they are
not.

2 people liked this. Like

Good article. I think the best advice a professors can give a student considering a graduate degree is to ask
them "Do you like working for free?"

2 people liked this. Like

Yes, as long as it's sth I'm passionate about and as long as I'm not starving.
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I have a dissenting opinion.

This is what I would tell grad students who wish to shoot for the middle.

Like

Well, I guess that's a fair comment. But shooting for the middle is exactly what's missing today,
everyone consider him/herself the most outstanding one out there.
Besides, American students rank # 1 in self-confidence, the only category where American students
outdo any other country.

1 person liked this. Like

Overall a good article. One thing that was not mentioned was pure dumb luck. It is important to realise that
you can have a good supervisor, a good PhD and publications and still fall through the cracks and never get
a decent job. Academia has some elements of being a meritocracy but not entirely. There are also a whole
lot of non-merit items involved. PC can be a terrible time-waster - you can spend days preparing a job
application where they have no serious intent of considering you. It is important to set a line somewhere
where if you have not got a decent job it is time to change your career. From my own bitter experience if you
have not got a tenure-track job after two post-docs it is time to give up and find something else to do.

5 people liked this. Like

Completely irrelevant, but I can't help but laugh at a lot of this article as someone who earned a PhD from
UIC's Department of English and was a grad assistant in the Department of Medical Education because I
followed none of this advice and did fine. Not to say I think this is bad advice. Just didn't feel right for me.

1 person liked this. Like

If you think what I'm saying is not what your adviser is doing, then send him/her the link for this article. I
wrote it not only for grad students but to get faculty members to think and rethink their role in this process.

4 people liked this. Like

Would that I had received this advice when I started my doctoral program many years ago. Somehow I
managed to work my way through the process albeit with fits and starts.

Like

I agree with the other comments in their praise of the solid advice provided by this article. The next step, for
any advisor who would follow Davis this far, is to address the Barnes and Noble question; namely, how do
you plan your career so that, if your networking and publication strategy, and everything else in the toolkit
fails to land you an academic position, you do not end up in a minimum wage position at B & N (which, by
the way, may follow Border's into Chapter 11.)? If, for example, you are in linguistics, and are shopping for
dissertation topics in the manner suggested, why not also consider what problems companies like Google
and Amazon might want addressed?
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You don't have to go to grad school. Write the book that you feel you must write. You won't get an academic
job, but in most cases (in the humanities) you won't get a job, no matter what you do.

If you're driven to write a book on X, write the book on X. You'll save a lot of time, money, and frustration by
just doing the thing you want to do, and skipping the hoops.

Rachel Toor's columns are a good guide to writing, too.

Like
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